
UbiWorld: An Environment Integrating Virtual Reality,Supercomputing, and DesignTerrence Disz, Michael E. Papka, and Rick StevensMathematics and Computer Science DivisionArgonne National LaboratoryArgonne, IL 60439fdisz,papka,stevensg@mcs.anl.govAbstractUbiWorld is a concept being developed by the Fu-tures Laboratory group at Argonne National Labora-tory that ties together the notion of ubiquitous com-puting (Ubicomp) with that of using virtual realityfor rapid prototyping. The goal is to develop an en-vironment where one can explore Ubicomp-type con-cepts without having to build real Ubicomp hardware.The basic notion is to extend object models in a vir-tual world by using distributed wide area heterogeneouscomputing technology to provide complex networkingand processing capabilities to virtual reality objects.1 IntroductionIn the Futures Laboratory [1] in the Mathematicsand Computer Science (MCS) Division at ArgonneNational Laboratory (ANL), our research agenda isdriven partly by discussions of advanced computingscenarios. We �nd that by suspending disbelief mo-mentarily and by engaging in serious discussion of suchtopics as o�-planet infrastructure, green nomadic com-puting, and molecular nanotechnology, we are able toproject beyond the current set of problems and to con-ceptualize innovative solutions.UbiWorld is a result of this fertile ground whereconcepts converge and evolve. This convergence is ev-ident in the o�-planet infrastructure problem, or Peo-ple to Mars scenario. It's a safe assumption that sup-port for people on Mars will be primarily computing,that the computing will be ubiquitous and nearly in-visible, and that \green" technology will be used tominimize power consumption will be important, aswill the deployment of nanotechnology to manufac-ture devices. On Mars, computers will always outnum-ber people. Computers will undoubtedly be heteroge-neous, it being hard to imagine a single architecturedeployed in devices from gloves and boots to landers,ight control decks, and mining machines. Computerswill need to be transparently interconnected; reliabil-

ity and fault tolerance will be critical; and program-ming and code maintenance will be signi�cant activi-ties. Everything of value will be available on mars.netfrom anywhere on the planet. Immersive telepresencewill be a critical capability to overcome the obstacleof distance.These requirements push the boundaries of comput-ing and networking as we know them and as we canimagine them in the near future. Today, we don't evenhave the tools to experiment with implementations ofsome of these ideas. We can, however, conduct exper-iments in a virtual world, creating and designing ob-jects out of \pure thought-stu�," to borrow a phrasefrom Frederick Brooks. This is the concept behindUbiWorld.2 Ubiquitous ComputingIn the beginning, there were mainframe computers.Access to mainframes has historically been character-ized by many people per computer, batch operations,text input, and paper output. Today, we are living inthe era of the personal computer. Personal computeruse is characterized by one person per computer, mul-tithreaded interactive use, multimedia, windows, andmouse interface. The next wave of computing willbe ubiquitous computing, characterized by many com-puters per person and a transparent interface, used toamplify one's powers, not replace them. Ubiquitouscomputing means computers will become as invisibleto us today as text is [2]. There was a time whenthe written word was the sole province of the experts,guarded and used sparingly, much as computing hasbeen. Text technology has undergone a transforma-tion from being written on clay tablets, then coarsepaper, up to today's re�ned paper and display tech-nology. Believers in ubiquitous computing see a daywhen the same transformation will occur with respectto computing; users will not be any more aware of thecomputers in their lives than we are aware today of



the text in which this document is written. We arealready beginning to see this happen with the integra-tion of computers in automobiles: the driver is reallyunaware of the computer and its function.The ubiquitous computing philosophy originated atXerox Parc in 1988 [3], pioneered by Mark Weiser. Heconceived of Ubicomp as nonintrusive, mobile, exiblecomputing, highly integrated into the working and liv-ing environment. Ubicomp is not virtual reality (VR).VR techniques, which put people into arti�cial worlds,primarily pose a computing and graphics horsepowerproblem. Ubicomp forces the computer to live in thereal world with people. It is the integration of humanfactors, computer science, engineering, and social sci-ence. The human factors issues go well beyond yet an-other human computer interface problem and will notbe solved with another windowing system. The com-puter science issues span all areas|networking, oper-ating systems, distribution of memory and processing,naming, resource management, etc. A general discus-sion of these issues can be found in [4]. Engineeringwill have to make advances in nanotechnology to man-ufacture the devices we can foresee. No one knows thesocial implications of everyone's having full-time com-puting and network access.An example of an Ubicomp object is intelligent cur-tains that contain light and temperature sensors andcontrol room lighting and temperature. As develop-ers of UbiWorld, we talk about binoculars with imageprocessing software to detect and highlight objects ina scene, to track eyes and vary the focus, or to per-form other image transformations. We imagine scrappaper that will be aware of the identity of the user,will auto connect to the user's environment, and willautomatically store and retrieve all notes made in apersonal database accessed via contact with a table ordesk. We discuss many other examples, limited onlyby our imagination.Research in ubiquitous computing conducted at Xe-rox Parc followed standard experimental science pro-tocols [5]. Devices were conceived and prototypes con-structed and tried out on willing subjects. There werethree prototypes of note: the Xerox ParcTab, a palm-sized device; the Pad, a notebook-sized device; and theLiveboard, a wall hanging device. Applications wereconstructed to perform e-mail, take notes, schedulemeetings, check weather, etc. [6]. The primary les-son we take from the work, however, is that technol-ogy today is nowhere near what is required to designand perform experiments in truly ubiquitous comput-ing. A discussion of the many compromises that Xeroxhad to make in the development of the ParcTab can

be found in [6].3 UbiWorldUbiWorld is an experimental system combining vir-tual reality, advanced networking, and supercomput-ing to explore the implications of ubiquitous comput-ing. We use a virtual reality system as a design andevaluation environment. Instead of actually buildingdevices, we use VR techniques to model the represen-tation of devices. We use advanced networking to linkVR objects with computational servers to representthe behavior of the objects. Using these techniques,we can explore devices that are not yet possible tobuild.Today's hardware capabilities fall short of whatubiquitous computing will need in terms of power con-sumption, miniaturization, network bandwidth, andcomputing power. Until these capabilities can be met,we feel that experimenting in virtual spaces is a pro-ductive method of exploring the concepts in ubiqui-tous computing. The UbiWorld project builds on ex-isting software and projects in MCS. It serves to focusthose e�orts and leverages our long-standing expertisein software engineering and our strong developmentenvironment.Starting with the CAVETM family of display de-vices we integrate tools for the construction of 3D ob-jects into the existing library [7]. Using these objectsas models, we can then imbed new information tech-nology within them. These products might be hand-held computers, intelligent paper, image-processingbinoculars, desks, clothing, jewelry, cups, eyeglasses,or carpeting. The plan is to couple the virtual ob-jects with remote computers via �ne-grained heteroge-neous computing technology and to provide Ubicompbehavior and functionality to the models. The 3D ob-jects will be placed in virtual rooms, thereby creatinga shared virtual world (in a collection of CAVEs, Im-mersaDesks, or whatever) where users can experimentwith using the virtual devices.Each object in the world has behavior controlledby a program running on the network. The behav-ior could be one that, in the real object, would beprovided by a local computer or by a combinationof local computer and network connection to remoteprocessors or databases. These \behavior" processesare able to communicate with each other by using ashared protocol (UbiWorldcomm). The objects alsoreact and are inuenced directly by interactions withthe virtual world and its users. If someone picks up anobject in the UbiWorld, that object knows it has beenpicked up and then \does the right thing," which maymean communicating with other objects or computing



something or displaying some network stream. For ex-ample, one's co�ee cup could be displaying live video,or one could talk to an earring and make a phone call.UbiWorld will let us debug Ubicomp years beforewe have the technology to build it. It will enable us tochange speci�cations without changing hardware andto identify software requirements. Through UbiWorldwe can explore the boundaries of embedded computingand network computing. It serves as a testbed forheterogeneous computing tools and systems such as�ne-grained networking protocols, image compositionmechanisms, and agent integration.4 UbiWorld DesignA fundamental principle in the design of UbiWorldis the separation of an object's representation fromits behavior. As shown in Figure 1, the user inter-acts with the representation of an object. The be-havior of the object is speci�ed independently of therepresentation. The actual computation of the be-havior is performed on a simulation server, separatefrom the representation computing. Furthermore, asseen in Figure 2, the world in which the object inter-acts is viewed as an orthogonal issue from the objectitself. The virtual world, its representation, and itsproperties (such as light and gravity) are computed,stored, and rendered separately from the objects wechoose to place in the world. In Figure 2, we show avirtual world record-and-playback engine that buildson work in progress at MCS. This engine, which wecall VR Voyager, can be thought of as a virtual worldserver, storing virtual worlds, serving them to clients,recording VR experiences, and playing them back ondemand.In addition, we introduce the concept of \dis-tributed rendering." This is an attempt to overcomethe bottlenecks introduced into today's VR systems bylack of graphics rendering power. By employing ren-dering engines in distributed machines, we can bringmuch greater rendering power to bear than would oth-erwise be possible. Also, it gives us the ability to bringthe rendering closer to the source of the data gener-ated in the simulations. Distributed rendering is a newresearch area introduced into the Futures Lab by theUbiWorld project. We are studying ways to compositethe separately rendered images into a single image inthe VR theater, by tapping into the OpenGL pipeline,for instance. Along with distributed rendering, we alsointroduce the concept of \aware networking." Awarenetworking means that networking resources are notprecisely known at all times and implies an adaptivenature imbedded in the objects as they seek to joinnetworks. Objects can join networks by using a vari-

ety of bandwidths and protocols.UbiWorld is a classic example of using the powerof virtual reality systems to prototype devices thatare impossible or too expensive to build. To accom-plish our goals, we must construct tools that simplifythe connection of physical representations to computersimulations that are prototyping the hardware. Thisthen gives us the ability to construct and test the use-fulness of hardware that is impossible to build withtoday's technology.5 UbiWorld Development Environ-mentThe UbiWorld development environment is a com-bination of hardware and software environments. Thehardware is a combination of supercomputers, net-works, and display devices. The software covers allmajor areas of software development from the low-level network code all the way up to high-level script-ing languages that allow users to con�gure the envi-ronment.5.1 HardwareThe following two subsections will address the dis-play environments in which the UbiWorld system willbe tested, and the various hardware limitations.5.1.1 Display EnvironmentsThe current display environment is comprised of threevirtual reality devices.� CAVEThe CAVETM (CAVE Automatic Virtual Envi-ronment) is a 10 x 10 x 9 foot room that usesrear-projected high-resolution projectors to pro-duce an immersive 3D environment (Figure 3).The CAVE environment, originally developed bythe Electronic Visualization Laboratory (EVL) atthe University of Illinois at Chicago, produces a3D stereo e�ect by displaying in alternating suc-cession the left and right eye views of the scene asrendered from the viewer's perspective [7]. Theseviews are then seen by the user through a pairof LCD shutter glasses whose lenses open andclose forty-eight times a second in synchronizationwith the left- and right-eye views. The correctviewer-centered projection is calculated based onthe viewer's position and orientation as deter-mined by a electromagnetic tracking system. Theposition and orientation of a 3D wand are alsotracked; this wand allows for navigation of and in-put into the virtual world. Along with the visual



Figure 1: The Connections of Behavior, Representation, Simulation, and the User within the UbiWorld model.feedback of the CAVE environment, a complete3D audio environment is available to the user.� ImmersaDeskThe ImmersaDesk is based on the same rear-projection technology as the CAVE (Figure 4). Itis a fully interactive, 3D immersive environmentthat is about the size of a large drafting table.The ImmersaDesk allows for one tracked viewer,along with two to three passive viewers.� In�nityWallThe In�nityWall is a large rear-projected systemthat is created from compositing four standard1280 x 1024 screens together to create one largehigh-resolution screen. The In�nityWall can beused as a large ImmersaDesk, where the imagesare projected in stereo and the viewer is tracked,or can substitute for a large high-resolution work-station. The NII/Wall was developed by EVL,the National Center for Supercomputing Appli-cations, and the University of Minnesota, withsupport from Silicon Graphics, Inc.5.1.2 Hardware LimitationsAlthough this development environment is satisfac-tory for early experiments, we believe that severalimprovements will need to be made in virtual tech-nologies to fully realize the bene�ts of the UbiWorldproject.

� ResolutionThe current resolution of the CAVE is 1280 x 768on each wall. If we were to attempt a resolu-tion close to the capabilities of the human eye, wewould need a resolution of 4,800 x 3,800 [8]. Thatresolution is not available at this time, but we be-lieve we can achieve that resolution on selectedareas of the screen by using a \high-resolutionwindow." By using a separate projector and ren-dering engine and by driving the location of theprojector based on gaze direction, we can providean area of high resolution at the place where theuser is looking. This high-resolution window isanother of the research projects in the FuturesLab that is motivated by the UbiWorld project.� TrackingThe resolution of the tracking system is anotherweakness of the current environment. Today, oure�ective sampling rate is approximately 100 ms,with a spatial resolution of approximately 1 inch.In the future, for �ne-grained manipulation of ob-jects, we expect a sampling rate closer to 1 ms anda spatial resolution of 1 mm.� HapticsToday, our CAVE environment has no haptic de-vices. The UbiWorld project requires that webring these devices into the CAVE and learn toregister their actions with virtual representations.
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Figure 2: Separation of UbiWorld SpacesForce and feedback will be required to fully pro-totype actions of devices in our virtual world.� Control InterfacesSoftware in the CAVE today is programmed asan extension of current windows-based systems.We use menus, visual displays of pick lists, radiobuttons, dials, etc. We believe these interfacesare wholly inadequate for use in UbiWorld. De-vices and objects represented in UbiWorld may beactivated by voice, by absolute position or prox-imity to other objects, by proximity to or by sens-ing features in the virtual world, or by any othermeans that we haven't thought of yet. We needa new paradigm to allow freedom and innovationin control interfaces. This is yet another activeresearch project spawned by requirements of theUbiWorld project.5.2 SoftwareAlthough more tools are required, we have a goodgroup of software already available to us for use in theUbiWorld project.5.2.1 CAVElibThe CAVE library [7], developed at EVL to work withthe CAVE family of display devices, provides basic VRfunctionality and viewer-centered perspective trans-forms automatically. This frees the VR programmer tofocus on the graphics of the problem at hand, not theviewer perspective problem. The CAVE library pro-vides basic navigation functions, tracking of the userand wand, and interaction with the wand buttons andjoystick.

5.2.2 CAVEcommThe CAVEcomm library is a communications librarythat aids developers of virtual reality applications inthe area of remote communications [9, 10]. The remotecommunications can be either virtual reality device tovirtual reality device or virtual reality device to super-computer. Using the CAVEcomm library, users regis-ter their virtual reality applications and/or supercom-puting simulations with a broker. The broker processhandles the connections of separate entities. The bro-ker manages resources and connections but does nothandle data tra�c. Once the broker has set up theconnection between the entities, they send the actualdata tra�c only between each other. CAVEcomm isspeci�cally designed to work with the CAVE group ofvirtual reality devices, namely, the CAVE, the Imm-ersaDesk, the CAVE simulator, and the In�nityWall.The ideas of CAVEcomm can be extended, however,to any virtual reality-based system.CAVEcomm has been used to connect virtual re-ality applications to supercomputing simualtions thatare running in real time. It has been used to con-nect two CAVEs that are geographically separated,allowing the users to collaborate on a joint task orto demonstrate something in one CAVE to users inanother.5.2.3 CAVEavThe CAVEav library brings multimedia capabilities tothe CAVE. Using the library, programmers can con-nect to video sources on the network and texture mapthe resulting video stream onto objects in the CAVE.Live video streams from other CAVE, for instance, can



Figure 3: CAVE Virtual Environment (Milana Huang, EVL, 1994)be texture mapped onto avatars showing remote users.Live streams from robots or instruments are used toprovide an immersive telepresence capability. Prere-corded streams can be used to provide instruction orbackgrounds.A prototype system demonstrating these featureshas been developed at ANL. A small robot mountedwith a variety of video and audio components is con-nected to the CAVE; from within the CAVE, a usercan navigate the robot and interact with the environ-ment within which the robot lives [11]. This system isbeing used to test the requirements and to expose thedi�cult problems within a toolkit of this nature.5.2.4 CAVE-VRML ModelerThree-dimensional virtual computer environmentssuch as the CAVE should have the capacity to be aworking development environment, not just an inter-active display environment. One aspect of a develop-ment environment is 3D modeling. Currently, no 3Dmodelers work well in conjunction with the CAVE. Of-ten, in going from the modeler to the CAVE, \whatyou see is what you get" is not always true. Frequently,objects modeled on a workstation look quite di�erentin the CAVE, particulary with respect to the object'sscale, color, and lighting. One of the new projectsin the Futures Lab is the development of an interac-

tive modeling system to be used in the CAVE. Thissystem will allow users to create objects in the nativeenvironment and will import/export VRML-based ob-jects that can be used in or taken from other VR en-vironments. Users will be able to a�ect the trans-formations (rotate, scale, translate) of the object aswell as its material properties (ambience, di�usivity,shininess, specularity, etc.). The ability to edit ma-terials and lighting is signi�cant given the fact thatmany objects look very di�erent in the CAVE due tothe physical components of the CAVE, (i.e., projec-tors and screens). This CAVE modeling tool will alsohave the ability to edit the object's shape, not just itsextraneous properties. Users will be able to edit thepolygons of the object; adding, deleting, and mov-ing vertices will give users the ability to rede�ne andcombine existing shapes or create new objects fromscratch. The created worlds and environments will beexportable to VRML.5.2.5 VR VoyagerThe Voyager multimedia recording and playback sys-tem has been under development in the Futures Labfor the past two years [12]. It uses an IBM SP2for multistream, multimedia record and playback ofnetwork-based sources. We propose to use the Voy-ager system as the basis for a new virtual world server,



Figure 4: ImmersaDesk Virtual Environment (Jason Leigh, EVL, 1995)providing record and playback of VR experiences.6 UbiWorld Goals and RequirementsOur goal is to test UbiWorld objects and worlds ina task-based manner, under di�erent scenarios. Wewill provide several di�erent environments, for exam-ple, a home, o�ce, airplane, hotel, car, �eld, restau-rant, laboratory, and shop. Each of these environ-ments must be rendered with high-resolution textures,complex spaces and lighting, and varying degress ofscene complexity. Each of these models is di�erent,but the requirements of ubiquitous computing span allof these environments. In each di�erent environment,Ubicomp objects must behave appropriately. Scenariospaces will be used for experimenting with device func-tionality and interaction by requiring task-based ex-plorations. For instance, users may be required to or-der a meal, prepare a talk, negotiate a contract, driveto an unknown destination, or buy groceries.6.1 Virtual Device RequirementsTo accomplish this goal, we believe that computingobjects in the UbiWorld must possess or make use ofat least the following features.

6.1.1 Innovative Representational DesignCurrent thinking, as evidenced by the ParcTab, is toorestricted by technology limitations to create truly in-novative design. We would like to be able to take thebest from advanced industrial design and apply it tothe design of future Ubicomp devices in UbiWorld.The type of advanced design philosophy we have inmind is embodied in publications such as Arbitaremagazine and the book The Art Factory, Design inItaly Towards the Third Millenium [13]. In this lattertext, the author analyzes the birth of virtual industry,links between the fashion system and the media sys-tem, the rediscovery of art and craft traditions, andrenewed ecological awareness of materials in terms ofcontemporary and New Wave design.6.1.2 Novel Information Technology Compo-nentsUsing supercomputer and external multimedia serversand resources, designers in the UbiWorld will be ableto specify and simulate behavior associated with ad-vanced CPU capabilities, imaging technology, sensors,actuators, multimedia components, communicationscapabilities, etc.



Figure 5: In�nityWall Virtual Environment (Jason Leigh, EVL, 1995)6.1.3 Transparent NetworkingTransparent, or \aware," networking is assumed to bea fundamental capability in the UbiWorld. The net-work in this case is transparent to the user. UbiWorlddevices automatically connect to whatever other de-vice is appropriate, using mutually acceptable band-widths and protocols.6.1.4 Device/Space AwarenessDevices in the UbiWorld must exhibit awareness ofother devices and of the space in which they are op-erating. If a user carries a device to a di�erent space,the device must automatically be aware of the newspace context and take appropriate action.6.1.5 Reactive/Proactive/Proxy BehaviorUbiWorld devices should, of course, react properlyto users requests, but beyond that, they should beproactive as necessary. An example is the loading of anew context when the user enters a new space or theproactive downloading of news or information knownto be of interest to the user. Based on current researchwithin the arti�cial intelligence community on agentbased systems, one can already see a trend emerging.

Agents are being constructed that passively view thebehaviors of users and learn about their interests. Us-ing methods similiar to these techniques, we hope toconstruct within the UbiWorld a framework that al-lows the Ubicomp devices to be reactive and proactive.6.1.6 Integration FunctionsIn the UbiWorld, we believe the network really is thecomputer. As devices near other devices or objectsin the space, they should be able to interrogate thedevices and perform acts of spontaneous integrationif it is of bene�t to do so. Bene�t in this case couldbe de�ned as access to greater bandwidth, computingpower or advanced capabilities. The intelligent scrappaper idea fully embodies this idea, since the scrappaper integrates with desktops for greater bandwidthor with imaging devices to capture multimedia infor-mation.6.2 UbiWorld Design ProblemsWe see four critical design problems in the Ubi-World project:� Object shape, form, and representation� Computing and communications internals� Functional behavior



� Integration with and awareness of environmentIn the UbiWorld project, we believe it is importantthat these design problems be separated. We want tofeel free to experiment with the form and shape of anobject independent of its other attributes. Since theobject is virtual, we can experiment with communica-tions and computing internals without being encum-bered by physical packaging or power problems. Func-tional behavior is simulated via the computationalservers and can be varied at will, independent of thepackaging or other factors. Finally, integration withand awareness of the environment are accomplishedvia simulated sensors and connection interfaces. Forinstance, when an object such as a piece of intelligentpaper is placed on a table, we expect it to performthe above mentioned \spontaneous integration" withthe table. Through its sensors, it must become awareof the table and its capabilities. By using an awarenetworking approach, the intelligent paper negotiateswith the table to establish a connection, thereby inte-grating its functionality with that of the table.For each of these design problems, appropriate toolsare essential. Where existing tools are inadequate, itwill be necessary to build or invent more robust tools.6.3 Technical ChallengesThe scope of the UbiWorld project pushes thebounds of current VR and networking technology andgives rise to a host of technical challenges. The follow-ing list is not meant to be comprehensive but servesto enumerate those problems we feel are most impor-tant to focus on now in the implementation of theUbiWorld.� ScalabilityAdding objects into a UbiWorld environmentstresses protocols, bandwidths, computing, andrendering power. Important research issues re-garding scalability of these components and theirinteractions must be investigated.� LatencyWe know that there are limits on the user-perceived latencies in an interactive system. Thelatency of the total system (including latencyfrom the graphics system, the tracking systems,the networks and the computation engines) can-not exceed 100 ms - 1000 ms, depending on theuser's experience level [14]. Taylor et al. studied

this phenomenon in multiple-tracked, network-connected VR systems and o�ered data and re-search issues to be investigated to mitigate thelatencies in the system [15].� Object RepresentationThe representation of objects within the Ubi-World model must be exible, so that they canbe changed easily, without a�ecting the underly-ing simulation of the objects. It is important toallow for a variety of di�erent representations tobe attached to the simulation, to allow users toexperiment with di�erent interfaces. This compo-nent is one of the true strengths of the connectionof Ubicomp devices to VR, since expensive pro-totypes do not need to be built to try out a newdevice.� Behavior Speci�cationAn open question is how best to specify the be-havior of an object. For our purposes, there arethree categories of behavior:{ Representation Dynamics{ Functional Mechanics{ Computational and CommunicationIt is not likely that the same tools will be appro-priate for each of these tasks. A suite of toolswill need to be developed to enable speci�cationof each of these behaviors and their interactions.� Object Binding and BrokeringResource brokering is the use of computationallyenhanced entities to aid in the requesting, allo-cation, and management of remote capabilities.Much in the same way that data hiding is used inobject-oriented programming to make the inter-faces easier to use and understand, wide-area re-source brokering can be used to simplify the userinteraction with a large-complex set of computa-tional and collaborative resources. One approachcan be attacked by expanding on what we havelearned from traditional systemmanagement soft-ware and current work in cluster management.Through the use of resource brokering, the levelof complexity needed to con�gure and control alarge virtual world is reduced to a manageablestate for the user.



� Process Mapping and Execution ControlThe management and control of processes becomeimportant in the UbiWorld model. The abilityto map a new process into an existing computa-tional framework is an essential component of theUbiWorld model. As a new user enters the Ubi-World or a new Ubicomp device is introduced, theprocess controlling the simulation will have to beseamlessly integrated. At the computational levelthat will require mapping the new process onto acomputational resource and then controling theexecution from startup to termination.� Evaluation and MeasurementAs in any scienti�c endeavor, we desire to mea-sure, evaluate, and report on our work in a rigor-ous manner. Tools are required to enable instru-mentation of all the computational and commu-nications processes and their relationships. Eval-uation and reporting tools are essential to reduceand analyze the data generated by instrumentedcodes.� DistributionDistribution covers a whole set of problems re-lated to using networked resources: the map-ping of processes to processors; the distribution ofdatabases over networked resources; the issues ofredundancy, failure recovery, and the other prob-lems usually associated with distributed comput-ing | all are present in the UbiWorld project.� Naming and Identi�cationThe current Internet provides mechanisms fornaming computers and Web pages. Future envi-ronments will require the ability to name a muchwider variety of objects with varying degrees ofpersistence and scope [16]. Mechanisms are alsorequired for locating objects based on di�erentcriteria. Proposals for Universal Resource Namesare a step in this direction but are designed forlong-lived objects. We believe that a new class ofnaming mechanism will be needed that can referto much shorter-lived objects that would be thetopic of communication between user agents andsimulation spaces. Brokering and name trans-lations mechanisms are also needed. These willneed to be high performance and scalable and toincorporate hooks for security and access rights.

� SecurityFine-grained, scalable authentication, authoriza-tion, and accounting mechanisms will be requiredto control access to information and computa-tional resources by both users and computationalentities. Complex issues include secure communi-cation of high-bandwidth multimedia data, accesscontrol of dynamically created entities, multi-entity interactions, security of archived data,object-level security in virtual environments, anddelegation of authority between users and associ-ated computational entities.7 ToolsThe underlying infrastructure for the constructionof UbiWorld requires the combination of a wide areaof computer science disciplines. Techniques and toolsneed to be borrowed from the �elds of computer graph-ics, arti�cial intelligence, and systems to name but afew.We have identi�ed a set of existing tools for usein implementing the UbiWorld concept. These toolswill not be su�cient in the long term, but most rep-resent a suitable beginning for work on the UbiWorldrequirements.7.1 RepresentationThe physical representation of the objects withinUbiWorld, such as intelligent paper or image-processing glasses, needs to modeled in such a waythat the objects can be easily changed and modi�ed.Currently one can use a wide variety of desktop mod-eling and CAD packages to physically design the ob-jects. These packages are not su�cient to developUbiWorld objects to �nal state. While it is impor-tant to separate the representation from the function,the modelers require the ability to provide hooks orconnections to a behavior toolkit. We believe that theOpen InventorTM and VMRL modeling formats lendthemselves most to this goal.7.2 Behavior Speci�cationFor the representational dynamics of an object, thetools such as VRML or OpenInventor come to mind.For the functional (or mechanical) behavior, procedu-ral systems such as Java or C++ are available today,but they are too low level to use in the long term.For the speci�cation of the computational and com-munications behavior, we can also use Java or C++,or other still too low-level systems such as nperl orNexus.



7.3 Object Binding/BrokeringBinding of objects to resources can currently beaccomplished by hard-wiring the connection or soft-wiring the connection through the use of a brokeringsystem such as CORBA or the LabSpace broker.7.4 Process Mapping and Execution Con-trolThe design of UbiWorld calls for object behavior tobe computed on separate computational servers. Themapping of many object processes to computationalservers and control of the execution is a problem wehave been examining for some time. For SC'95, a teamat ANL developed custom software for scheduling andmapping processes to network-based processors. Thesystem deployed at SC'95 was the I-WAY Point ofPresence (I-POP) machine. The I-POP machine wasspeci�cally set up to manage security issues and wascon�gured speci�cally for the I-WAY [17]. It alloweduse of process mapping and control software such asNexus and MPI. Subsequent to the I-WAY project,a team at ANL has been integrating the AdaptiveCommunication Environment (ACE) [18] system intoa parallel message-passing toolkit.Each of these solutions has shortcomings, and wefully expect that UbiWorld requirements will force thedesign or evolution of a new, more sophisticated sys-tem for process mapping and control.7.5 Evaluation and MeasurementIt is important to be able to measure and quantifythe progress that is being made. Since UbiWorld re-quires the combination of such a wide variety of di�er-ent aspects of the �eld of computing, we are requiredto connect various areas that are only now beginningto be tested. The connection of supercomputers to im-mersive virtual reality display devices is just one area.For the �rst time, issues such as latency, for example,need to be looked at outside their normal meaningsto supercomputer users and to graphics programmers.Therefore, as UbiWorld is constructed, measurementsand evaluation need to be done. Currently, we are us-ing PABLO from the University of Illinois for instru-menting VR and simulation programs. We use MPIlogging and the Upshot display system for tracing andevaluating MPI programs.8 ConclusionUbiWorld is a project that pushes beyond thebounds of current technology and forces us to thinkof heterogeneous computing in new terms. Ratherthan making incremental changes in existing technol-ogy, UbiWorld gives us a chance to leapfrog into a newproblem space where heterogeneous computing is the
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